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I INTBODUCTION 
.In recent times there has been a movement toward improving 
health care on the international level. As part of that move-
ment an increased awareness of the need for proper vision 
and eye* health care has arisen. Unfortunately, the facilities 
and mechanisms for providing adequate care have not always 
met the needs. There is nowhere that this lack of care is 
more obvious than in the developing nations. This paper will 
attempt to assess the needs and supply of vision and eye health 
care in Central America, describe their current delivery 
systems and present a method of planning for alternative 
delivery systems to improve the vision and eye health status 
of the population. 
* We will use the definitions of "vision., and "eye" as put 
forth in B. Nizet16's chapter, Public Health Ophthalmology, 
from The Theory arid Pr,actice of Public Health, w. Hobson editor, 
Fourth Edition, Oxford University Press, London 1975 p.)77: 
"Vision, here, is used in its full meaning, embracing the 
visual acuity for distance and nearness, central and peripheral 
visual field, scotopic·a.nd phbtoptc.vision, colour vision., 
depth perception (bi,nocular vision). •• · 
"Eye, here, is used as the expression of the whole visual 
apparatus (eye globes and annexes)." 
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II VISION AND EYE HEALTH CARE NEEDS IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD 
1. General 
The ma-J,or causes of blindness in developing countries 
are trachoma, onchocerciasis ("river blindness"), nutritional 
blindness (xerophthalmia), cataract and accident related 
blindness.* 
The World Health Organiza.tion(WHO) Programme Advisory 
Group of the Prevention of Blindness (February 1979) esti-
mates minimum blindness prevalence rates in developing 
countries of 1.0% at a Snellen visual acuity level of less 
than 3/60 (in meters) or 20/400 (in feet) compared to a 0.2.% 
rate at the same acuity level in developed countries. WHO 
generally regards the Snellen visual acuity level of 3/60 
or less as blind, whereas legal blindness in the United States 
starts at 6/60 (20/200) best corrected Snellen visual acuityo 
At the 6/60 acuity level blindness prevalence rates are 
1.5% and 0.3% in developing and developed countries respect-
ively. 
In onchocerciasis endemic areas, such as Chad, the 
blindness prevalence rate reaches 3.2%. In the trachoma 
endemic country of Morocco blindness prevalence reaches 
a high of 4.1% of the country's population. 1 
Table I.· lists the catagories of visual impairment 
adapted from the International Classification of Diseases, 
World Heal.th Organization, 1977 o 2 
*Detailed description of the four diseases and their de-
velopment can be found in the appropriate sections of 
General Ophthalmology by Daniel Vaughan and Taylor Asbury, 
Lange Medical Publications, 1977. 
2 
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TABLE I 
CATEGldlBS OF VISUAL lhPAI.RhENT ADA}'TED .Fh0h 
·rHB IN'rERNA'riuNAL cLASSIFICATluN c.F LJI;.)EASES, 
WldLD HEALT.d. 0HGAN1LiATluN 1977 
Category of 1 
visual · ! 
Visual acuity with best possible correction 
impairm. ent I l'~laximum less than 
1 -~-- - 6/18* 
Minimum equal to or better than 
. 20/70** 
6/10 
20/200 
---·-·-1--·-··--· 
2 ! 6/60 
----+---·-· -----------------------
3/60 (finger counting 
at 3 meters) 
411 
3/60 (finger 
I counting at 3 
20/200 
3 
20/400 
1/60 (finger counting 
at 1 meter) 
5/300 (20/1200) L meters) 2o/4oo I _. ------ ·---· ---+1-
4 I 1/60 (finger Light perception 
I counting I at 1 meter) 
I 513oo 
5 No light perception 
9 undetermined or unspecified 
-·-----·-----------···"---·--·-·--·------·-----------------··-·---
If the extent of the visual field is taken into account, 
patients with a visual field radius no greater than 10° 
but greater than 5° around central fixation should be 
placed in category 3 and patients with a field no greater 
than 5° around central fixation should be placed in 
category 4, even if the central acuity is not impaired. 
-r-- Eetric System= 'I'he individual can see at sTX"-mete.rswhat--
a normally sighted person could see at 18 meters. 
**Anglo System (bnellen): The individual can see at 20 
feet what a noriP.ally sighted person could see at 70 feet. 
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2. Refractive Status in Central America 
In attempting to assess the need for vision and eye 
health care in Central America it is necessary to look at 
the typical types of refractive and pathological conditions 
found in these countries. The vision and eye health needs 
of most of these nations. however, have not been determined, 
even at an estimated, non-scientific level. Therefore it 
was necessary to utilize data collected by the authors while 
working with Amigos de las Americas in Clancho. Honduras in 
the summer of 1979. This data is presented in Tables IIand II1. 
Olancha is a rural agricultural district of Honduras and this 
data may or may not reflect the typical vision and eye health 
problems found in the urban areas. It can be seen in Table ii 
that most of the people who came to us were in need of low 
power converging lenses to compensate for hyperopia and/or 
presbyopia. Other authors3• 4 •5 have reported similar findings 
in other Central American and Caribbean countries. Of the 
people examined in Honduras 58.6% claimed to be literate. 
This indicates that more than half of the population may have 
some need for clear near vision. Whether literate of not, 
the large majority of women do all the cooking and sewing for 
the family and this type of work requires clear near vision. 
3. §I~ Health Status in Central America 
Table III gives some indication as to the types of de-
bilitating ocular conditions that are found in rural Honduras. 
The most important figure here is that 30% of the people seen 
had some form of ocular condition capable of causing severe 
visual impairment. Again, other authors6.7,8 have also re-
4 
-Distribution of spectacle prescriptions dispensed in 0lancho, 
Honduras C. A. vision care clinics during June and July l97S· 
by ·•• Brooks and E. Der-!.ayo. Correcting lens powers are 
given diopters. Note that percentages refer to percent of 
spectacles dispensed out of 739 total. 71.6; of the population 
seen (1032) needed a refractive correction. 
~ ~~ -+~==- 4.J~ 
)Q ! 
~1 D I 114 15.4/b 
-----;~-----·-··--r------------
~1 D ! 
I ---------------
1 4. 3;o 
-t------------·-. -----
1 
59.510 
with add 325 44.1~ 
>1 D 
{-2 D 57 ?.((o 
-----·--·--·····-···-· ·····-·t---· -----------·· ---------------------1 
I 
>1 l) I I 
~2 D I II 
with add I 151 20.4fo 
~ig ·-· -~----~-------0=:--1 
__ ........... ----·--· .. , ............. ----------- -------------------1 
?2 D I I ~It~ add 1 31 · 4.2;a I 
-- t-- - I )3 D I 2 0.3fo I 
21. 8_/b 
4.6;% 
------·---···----+------------·-------------·----------1 
)J D I I 
---~1 t~ ad~-~---:4 3. 2;o \ 
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Distribution of types of ocular health problems observed 
in Glancho, donduras C.A. vision care clinics·during June 
and July 1979 by 11. Brooks and £:.. Dei~Jayo. A total of 311 or 
30. U' of all patients seen had an ocular health problem. 
Categories with an incidence of less than 10 are together 
under "other~ Included in the "other" category are xeroph-
thalmia, uveitis, ectropion,enophtha.lmos, retinitis pig-
mentosa., strabismus, optic atrophy, a11d visually impairing 
ocular opacities. 
pterygium 
cataract 
ocular 
trauma 
chorioretinitis 
(scars or active) 
glaucoma. 
other 
,. _____ ---- ---· 
120 )8 • 6)c 
111 J5.4;b 
18 
29 9. J;b 
11 
86 27 • 7/o 
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ported similar types of ocular health problems in this region 
of the world. Specific blindness prevalence rates for Central 
American countries were not found in our literature search. 
The major causes of blindness in the developing world that 
are endemic in some areas of Central America were not highly 
prevalent at the authors' clinics 1n Honduras. 
4. Political and Social Influences of Vision Care 
The relation between good vision an/or health and the 
economics and politics of any country is quite ambiguous • 
.Elling 9 shows how medical care in general can be used both 
for the benifit or to the disadvantage of certain populationse 
It is reasonable to assume, at the level of the individual, 
that clear, comfortable vision could enhance the efficiency 
and sense of well-being of most any member of society, be it 
the child, student, farmer, laborer, or domestic worker. 
This enhancement could possibly be reflected in an increased 
productivity but to extrapolate this individual improvement 
to a national level seems presumptuous. 
The recent literacy campaign and a future vision care 
program in Nicaragua exemplifies the possible political in-
fluence of vision care. The most obvious influence vision 
care could have is a positive association of eyeglasses and 
improved sight with the current political powers. Assuming 
that the vision care program will allow a previously unreach-
able population - that that is in need of a refractive cor-
rection in order to see small print - the chance to learn 
to read, further political implications can be derived 
through the interactions of vision care, literacy and educa-
tion programs. The director of the Nicaraguan literacy cam-
paign, Fernando Cardenal, stated that, "For any education, 
the critical issue is that it p~~pares you for freedom. In 
the literacy crusade, we have started with an education for 
the peasant, which is the first step for freedom. This ed-
ucation implies a people who are free to criticize - who are 
10 
taught the courage to criticize and to have their own thoughts. •• 
5· ~ummarz 
The above discussion presented data that, even alone, 
suggests that a significant need for vision and eye health 
care exists in many developing countries. The need for 
vision and eye health care could also be effected by political 
and social influences. 
8 
III CURRENT SYSTEMS OF VISION AND EYE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY 
Vision and eye health care in developing countries can 
be divided i.nto systems of delivery that are structured from 
resoux-ces obtained inside the country (i.e ... internal care") 
and those provided from the resources of other, usually more 
developed, countries, ( 1. e. ••external care .. ). In the follow-
ing sections we will describe various models of internal care 
and explain the functioning of agencies involved in the 
provlslon of external care. 
1. Internal Care 
A review of the literature reveals several different 
vision and eye health care delivery models in exlstance in 
developing nations. The most common is the ophthalmological 
(eye physician) model that is found to some extent in almost 
every country in the world. 
Giles~ldefines two optometric worlds of vision care. 
1) the English speaking model, characterized by the use of 
non~·medical professionals, educated through :many years of 
study, who perform eye examinations and supply spectacles, 
and 2) the Continental (European)model that utilizes an 
apprenticeship system and part time education, with an em-
phasis on craftmanship rather than on refraction. The Eng-
lish speaking model is found in all English speaking countries 
as well as Ghana, Guyana, Panama, Jamaica, Kenya, Mexico, 
Nigeria, Philippines and the Virgin Islands. Both models 
are found in Argentina, Honduras, India, Singapore and 
Thalland~ 
12 
Hofstetter adds a third model of optometry, the 
9 
"Eastern" model, consisting of refractionists that are trained 
and hired by the optical industry. This model is found in 
Japan, Taiwan and Singapore. 
Moss also describes an ophthalmic assistant model as a 
group of ophthalmologist trained assistants that provide re-
fractions and technical aid. This model is found in India, 
Sudanw and the Republic of Korea. Also described is a "self-
trained·~ group who pert·orm basic eye tests and sell spectacles 
in the Middle East,· Asia. and Africa. 
Although the English speaking model of ca:re delivery 
exists in Central America its extent is limited almost exclus-
ively to urban areas. The authors• personal experience in 
Honduras reveal that the "self-trained~ spectacle sellers and 
external vision care agencies, as well as .. o,rer-the-counter•• 
purchase of spectacles, provide the majority of rural and 
urban care. 
Table IV consists of information taken from a survey done 
in 197713 that shows the number of vision and eye health care 
providers .in many developing countries. The study makes no 
mention of the distribution of providers within countries. 
2. External C~pe Agencies 
Dozens of private organizations throughout the world 
directly or indirectly help provide vision and eye health care 
to the peoples of developing nations. The majority of these 
agencies are based in developed countries where health care 
resources are relatively plentiful. To some of these organ-
izations vision and/or eye health care programs represent 
only a. portion of their activities for promoting health care 
10 
'I'AbL.c; IV 
------
Numbers of vision and eye health care providers and demo-
graphy in selected developing and developed countries from 
a 1977 survey by IVloss, lVJaslovitz, and Yee. Data in this 
table was obtained from authentic sources and reliable 
persons in the internatio:nal field • 
... __ . _____________ .. ..., .. ·-------"""""'"'" ______ ,. ____ .., ___ ~----·-------~~ .. --... -·-~-··-------------··--·-···--
CGUN'rEY 0J?HTHAI.-
f<,CLCGIS·rs 
LPTC~· 
r·.~EThiSTS 
DISPENSING 
vPTICIANS 
PCPULA'riU11 
( lllliLLIG.NS) 
PCPULA'l'IuN 
PE.'d .fh0VID.b.Ji 
( 'rHLUSANDS) 
--------·---·------.,----------~----------------·-----------------------
AFGHANISTAN ••••••• 12 •• • ••••••• 2 •••.••••••• 12 ••.•• 19.800 •••••••••• 636. 7 
A0G:ENTINA. .1.soo ........ 45o ••••••.• 2,4oo •.... 25.72o .••••••••••• s.9 
AU S 'rRAL IA • • • • •••• 4 6 0 •••••••• 8 7 5 • • • • •••••• 7 7 0 ••••• 13 • 64 0 •••••••••••• 6 • 5 
GI:LANA •••••••••••••• 6 ••••••••• 11 ••••••••••• 10 •.••• 10, 000 ••.••.•••• 370.4 
GUATAIViALA ••••••••• 37 •••••••••• 2 ••••••••••• 20 •••••• 6. 26 0 •••••••••• 106. 1 
G·U YAN.A • • • • o • • • o • o e e 4 o • • tt • • • o "' • 6 • • • e • o • • o • • • 4 It e o • • • 0 • 794 w • e • • e • • • o cr 56 1 7 
HCNDUR.AS •••••••••• 12 •••••••••• 6 •••••••••••• 8 •••••• 2. 76 5 • ••••••••• 1 06. 3 
INDIA •••••••••• 6 , 0 0 0 •••••• .:3 , 0 0 0 •••••••••••• ? •••• 614 • 4? 2 ••••••••••• 68 • J 
IShAEI. •• @ tt G 2 50 Ill G II ;e 0 U • iO 3 2 0 Ill 6' 0 e fi i1 e • $ oil 1 0 0 t'l ill li e G It 3 1J 591 & 41 G li 13! Gl t- i' t e I 0 5. 4 
JAl',~AICA •• e e e s- e 4 • e lb il Ql e • • e 12 e o • "' a 111 • 6 • • • o1 e 1 • s "' e 2 o 098 u 11 e & $ • • t 11 li 123 o 4 
~EXICG ••••••••••• 800 •• ~ .•• 3,200 •••••••••••• ? ••••• 63.574 •••••••.... 15.9 
IJEPAL •••• . " . . . •••• 10 ••••••.••• 4 ••••••••••• 16 ••••• 12. 570 ••••••.••• 419. 0 
~IGERIA ••••••••••• 50.~ ••••••• 50 •••••••••••• '1 •••• • 79.759 ••.••••••• 797.6 
? AN.A!VJ.A.., • e • • Ill • s a • e ') • ~j"' e • e • o e o e 48 e e • • • e " • o • t • 5 • • 111 e • o 1 e 67 0" e • o o e o t • • • )1 • 5 
?HIIIPPINES •••••• 260 •••••• 1,700 •••••••• l,000 ••••• 45.168 ••••••••••• 15.3 
~URKEY ••••••••••. zoo ••.•.••••• o ••••••.••• soo ••••• 4o.t6o •• ~········57.4 
J. K .••••••••••••• 94 J ••••.• 5, 699 •••••••• 1, 8 0 5 ••••• 56. 921 •••••••••••• 6. 7 
J.s •...••.•••• 11,500 ••••• 2J,Ooo •••••.• 12,ooo •••• 215.100 •••••••••••. 4.6 
-------------~---
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and technology in the developing world. Activities in external 
vision and eye health care can be divided into four program 
catagories: a) direct support of vision care, b) indirect 
support of vision and eye health care, c) blindness prevention 
and treatment, d) education and rehabilitation of the visual-
ly· impaired • .Many agencies are involved in more than one catagory. 
Table V lists most North American organizations and identifies 
the type of activities which they support. Brief descriptions 
and addresses of these and other eye health and vision care 
agencies can be found in the Appendix. 
a) Direct Support of Vision care 
Vision care is the optical correction of refractive or 
binocular anomolies of the eye as well as visual training of 
accommodative and convergence dysfunctions~ Organizations 
providing this type of care are generally volunteer or charit-
able groups utilizing vision care professionals (i.e. optometrists) 
with other non-optometric volunteers assisting at periodic, 
temporary clinics. These clinics are directed toward provid-
ing vision care for the indigenous poor populations of develop-
ing countries both in rural and urban areas. Most of the direct 
support of vision care organizations screen and examine large 
amounts of people in short amounts of time by giving a very 
basic vision and eye health examination. These basic examin-
ations usually consist of case history, far and near visual 
acuities, oph t•almoscopy, retinoscopy and/or subjective re-
fraction, and spectacle prescription and dispensinge 
An example of a professional organization involved in 
vision care in Central American countries is VCSH/ Inter-
1.2 
TABl,E V 
Selected North American and world-wide agencies involved 
with vision and eye health care in developing countries 
and categories of care they are involved in. Categories, 
described in the text, are abreviated as follows: direct 
support of vision care = VC ; indirect support of vision 
and eye health care == IS ; blindness prevention and treat-
ment :B.P'I' ; education and rehabilitation of the visually 
impaired = EHVI. Addresses and more detailed descriptions 
of each organization are listed with other agency descript-
ions in the Appendix. 
--~--AGENCY N~JVJE 'I'YPE CF CARE 
Afro-American Foundation for the Prevention 
of Blindness •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• B.t'T, EHVI 
American Hefugee Committee •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• VC,BPT 
Amigos de las Americas I Houston, 0h1,o State 
and Pacific University Colleges of 0ptometry •••••••••••••• vc 
Brother• s Brother Foundation ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• Ici 
California !>'1oble 0ptometric Clinic, University 
of California at Berkeley School of 0ptometry ••••••••••••• vc 
CARE/1"1EDICC ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• IS, BPT 
Direct Belief Foundation •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• IS ,.OPT 
Eye Care ., Inc • o a o II! .... o •••• o ......... Q •• a ...... ~:~ • 1!11 • er • e •••• " e ••• BP'l' 
Eyes for the Needy •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Is 
f(;CU S e • e 0 " e o o- • o u e e o e ' • o o • ill v t • • • 1 • • e e ,. o G e e; • • e ~ c ~ a *' o e o- e o • • "' e 1 BPT 
Helen Keller.International ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• BP'r,ERVI 
International Association of Lions Clubs •••••••• VC,lS,B.PT,BRVl 
International Levelopment hesearch Centre ••••••••••••••••••• IS 
International Vitamin A Consultative Group/ 
The Nutrition Foundation........... T<.:.: 
• • a o ~ ~ @ e • ~ m @ o e • • e e e g t ~ 8 •hJ 
n 
~_y continued 
_____ A_G_EN'-·· ~CY NAJVlL_ ________ ·----·--------··--'rYPE 0F CARe 
IIGA International •••••• ••• · ••• VC, o.f'T 
JVIedical Group 11J.issions •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••. VC ,.t:l.PT 
Cperatio:n ~yesight Universal •• t • U 0 G 0 • 0 6 $ 0 • 0 t e f U ~ D ~ o 0 
Partners of the Americas. • • cliVI 
SEVA Foundation •••••••••• 
Student Cptometric Service to Haiti ••••• . . vc 
Student 0ptometr1c Service to Humanity •••• . • vc 
Surg:tcal Eye E.'xpeditions International •••• • BP'r 
University of ~aterloo School of Cptometry •• . . vc 
Volu:qteer Uptometric Services to Humanity ••••••••••••••••• vc 
Volunteers for Vision ••••••••• .IS,VC 
\.Jorld Health Grganization. • • • • • • • • • 8 • • • • 0 • • • • • $ • .ER.VI,IS,B.PT 
world !V~edical Relief ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• lS 
World v-1 s ion. II •••••• $ 9 e 0 e. fr •• t ••••• I •••••• ' Ct •• 0 , & 3 lj g t •• g IS I vc 
--------------------·---,-----~------------·-·-----
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national (Volunteer Optometric Services to Humanity). On t»e 
national level VOSH functions to appoint state clflapter directors, 
melp establisn new state caapters and assist, encourage, and 
co~ordinate overall volunteer efforts, 
This organization consists of tRirty~nine state c~apters 
in the United Statese State cAapters are organizations in 
tl:teir own made up of volunteer optometrists~ opticians, 
lay_people, and, in many cases, medical doctors@ The organ-
ization and location of projects are left up to eacl!i. state 
chapter. 
~rhe ob,lect1ve in VOSH traveling to foreign countries is 
to take vision care~ ~to those wko ~ave no sue~ care available 
and w~o could afford it if it were available.'" 14· The 
optometrists 
eyeglasses 
the natives of the area and prescribe 
t~em@ Tney also treat minor ocular infections 
and prescribe m.edlciru!· for treatment of ocular disorders wl!len 
necessary~ 
Most VOSH sslons llave taken place in Central American 
and CaribbearJ. countries.. Participants pay all of tneir own 
expenses suolil as air travel, ~.otels and mealse Although VOSH 
chapters are not usually associated with any other organizations 
they generally closely with service groups of the aost 
country and indirect support agencies. 
With adequate equipment and staff one optometrist can 
examine 50 to 100 patients per day.. Mission sizes vary from 
state to state -- from as small as t'Aree or four to as many 
as 100 personnel$ Missions generally last about one week. 
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b) Indirect Support Agencies 
Many agencies have little or no involvement in direct 
implementation of health care or training activities but rather, 
support other private and government efforts to provide health 
care in developing countries. These so called indirect support 
agencies are able to provide educational~~ technical, and fi-
nancial resources, as well as co-ordination information and 
personnel, to be used in developmental programs. Some of these 
agencies, such as the World Health Crganization, are relati.vely 
large~ world-wide, and highly recognized g:r·oups that are some-
times involved in both direct and indirect support programs. 
But most of the indirect support agencles are smaller foundations 
and volunteer groups. They usually have fi11ancial back1ng at 
hand and/or undertake fund raising campaigns.and volunteer drives. 
In general~ indirect support organizations are finding 
and connecting agencies. They have the administrative and 
communicative abilities to get the right people in touch. 
rrhese valuable tools can also be used to pass information rel-
ative to the co-ordinating of activities of a wide variety of 
resources for developing countries. This in turn helps make 
more efficient use of the efforts of governments, big organ-
. izations or s~all committees wiching to help make the world 
a better place. 
A good example of an indirect support organization is the 
Brother*s Brother Foundation (BBF). This foundation is known 
for its "ability to perform with efficiency and innovative 
style to prevent or control epidemics, improve national nutri-
tion levels, enhance health therapeutic facilities, or assist 
in the aftermath of natural disasters, and provide useful texts 
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and library books*" 
BBF's involvement in the vision and eye health care field 
includes sol1o1tat1on of thousands of eyeglasses and eyeglass 
frames from corporate sources to be issued to patients after 
cataract operations or to correct other sight problems in the 
Caribbean~ Bangladesh, Kenya, Guyana, and Nicaragua. They have 
recently begun to help the government of Nicaragua find re-
fracti.ng equipment and optometric personnel to train Nicaraguans 
to provide vision care in conjunction with a nation-wide lit-
eracy campaign. They are currently also working with the 
government of Guyana in finding resources for the establishment 
of a vision and eye health care program. 
c) Blindness Prevention and Treatment 
Organizations working in the area of blindness prevention 
and treatment usually target one or two of the four most prev-
alent preventable causes of blindness in the developing world. 
WHC designates these four causes of blindness to be 1) trachoma, 
2) nutritlonal blindness (xerophthalmia and keratomalacia), 
J) onchocerciasis ('*river blindness"), and 4) cataract (a con-
t7 di.tion that is curable but not currently preventable). All 
of these conditions are major causes of blindness in Central 
America. 
Blindness prevention includes efforts to improve personal 
and community sanitation (as in trachoma control) and to 1m-
prove nutrition (as in nutritional blindness programs) both 
before the onset and during the progression of a potentially 
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blinding disease process, as well as control of disease spread-
ing insect vectors (as with onchocerciasis prevention). The 
treatment of blindne·ss occurs after the fact and usually in-
cludes corrective surgical procedures with trachoma, nutrition-
al blindness and cataracts. Treatment of onchocerciasis 
consists of a hazardous and complex chemotherapy. 
Operation Eyesight Universal (OEU) is a small Canadian 
organization that has been providing blindness prevention and 
treatment in developing nations since 1963~ As is typical of 
many charitable agencies CEU originated from Christian mission-
ary progra.ms, but now consider themselves interdenominational. 
One and a quarter million dollars were raised in 1979 
from six developed countries and several developing countries 
to fund. eye health care projects in 14 developing nations. 
Those natim1s are located in Eastern Asia, the .Middle East, 
Africa~ South America and the Caribbean. 
One of the major pieces of work that OED promotes is the 
correcting of blindness through cataract remova.l. From 196J 
through 1979 256.590 corrective surgical operations were 
performed. The majority of these were on cataract patients. 
CEU is also involved to a considerable degree in the prevention 
and treatment of trachoma and xerophthalmia. 
Much of the delivery of eye health care by CEU is through 
a series of 23 eye hospitals in Asia, including the CEU Institute 
of Ophthalmology in :rani pal, India that was responsible for 
training seven indigenous eye doctors during 1979. 
Cne of the most successful ventures of OEU is the running 
of eye camps. Eye camps are one shot efforts that deal with 
1.8 
a multiplicity of of ophthalmic problems l.:n rural or village 
settings. In an eight to ten day· eye camp J to 4 thousand 
patients will be seen and 350 to 400 surgeries can be performed 
by ophthalmologists and OEU trained paramedics. Mobile eye 
unit vans supply equipment~ surgical dressings, drugs and other 
material needed to conduct an eye camp$ Camps are normally 
conducted in conjunction with service clubs, such as Rotary 
or li~ns Clubs, that arrange for site location and support 
staff. 
OEU's eye health care delivery in Peru is accomplished 
by the use of teams of trained paramedics that go into the 
villages of this mountainous country to 1.dentify various kinds 
of eye disease prevalent among the people. 'rhey then arrange 
for the people sufferlng from curable blindness to go to one 
of the hospitals in Peru for treatment of their eye problems. 
1'hls particular program is in 1 ts infancy and is being evaluat-
ed to see if it would work well in other similar countries in 
South or Central America. 
d.) Education and Rehabilitation of the Visually n:andicapped 
Education of the visually impaired traditionally has used 
special schools for the blind where an academic education was 
taught through the braille system of reading. Jlllore recently 
edvcatton of the vtsually handicapped has included maximum 
use of any residual vision that most "blind" persons have, 
expansion of school curriculums to include courses that will 
prepare the student to function independently in their society 
and "ma.:i:nstream~ncr" or int t1 ~ e e~ra ng the blind or low-vision 
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student into regular schools by allowing a few hours a week 
of speclal instruction from a trained teacher of the visually 
impaired. 
Sehab111tati.on of the visually handicapped is first con-
cerned with developing mobility and physical independence. 
Integration of the visually impaired into the social and eco-
nomic life of their co:mmu:nlty follows orientation and mobility 
training and deals with development of personal care, social 
interaction, and work activ.ities. 
The authors' search for information failed to turn up any 
descri.ptions of the existing programs for the education and 
rehabilitation of the blind in Central America. The following 
discussion will deal with Helen Keller International (HKI) 
because of this organization's leadership in the field of ~er­
vices for the blind. Although most of thej..r work has been 
situated in Asian countries, the authors feel that their program 
methods could possibly be adapted and utilized in Central 
American countries. 
HKI is a voluntary agency that has been working to combat 
blindness and eye disease for sixty-five years. Its exemplary 
work 1n the area of caring about the blind includes technical 
assistance to organizations and governments with their efforts 
to help enable visually impaired and blind persons to become 
useful and contributing members of the community. They also 
provide foreign consultants to help train indigenous personnel 
t~ do field work and take part in the evaluation of the project's 
efrectiYene..:>s. 
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:-IKI has three major programs which have been functloning 
in India: 1) prevention of eye disease and blindness, especially 
among malnourished preschool children in developing countries. 
2) education of blind and visually disabled children, and 
3) rehabilitation of blind adults. 
e) SullllilB.ry 
Vision and eye health care in developing countries is 
delivered by personnel and material resources that originate 
from both inside and outside the countries. The methods of 
care delivery vary considerably even within individual countries. 
It should be apparent from the preceding discusslon that 
external care is a highly utilized source of health care in 
developing countries, especially when compared to the minimal 
use of outside resources by developed nations. 
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IV INTEGPATED VISICN and EYE HEAL'rH CAHE PLANNING in 
DEVElOPING CGUNTI(IES --
Introduction to Plannins 
-- -
1 • 
It is commonly accepted that appropriate health care 
planning is essential to meeting the health care needs of de-
veloping countr1es. 18 It should also be recognized that health 
planning is an objective and systematic process involving the 
$.ratherinP: and analyzing of information and the organization 
of resources. 'rhe following section presents a planning struc-
ture for vision and eye health care that is based on a model 
19 developed by Carl 'raylor. we have attempted, where possible, 
to relate planning as it may apply in Central America. 
2. Planni!lf;L§..tag~~ 
a) Initial Planning 
When planning a specific program or project (such as blind-
ness prevention or vision care) within the health care field, 
one of the first steps should be to a.ssess the current overall 
hea.lth care structure in the geographic location involved by 
collecting general information on existing facilities and person-
nel. 
The first step in the planning process will require input 
from individuals knowledgeable in administration and economics 
as well as health and social sciences of the country or region 
involved 1n the planning process. The political power structure, 
including any central health agencies, must play a major role 
in any planning. National or regional health agencies may 
have important information and dats about the major,causes of 
visual impairment as well as having information on governmental 
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and non-governmental agencies involved in the delivery of 
health care. The extent and type of support provided by these 
various agencies should be assessed early in the planning pro-
cess. Input from health professionals must also be sought and 
when dealing with eye and vision health care this may include 
several d1fferent professions (eg. ophthalmology. optometry, 
opticianry,ophthalmic assistance and ophthalmic technology) 
that deal directly with eye and vision health care. 
Possibly the most important input is that which comes from 
·!2o 
the general public. Feuerstein feels that in order to meet 
the needs of rural health problems in developing countries any 
progra.m. must be culturally aware and encou:rage self-help as 
fit into local and national objectives. WHO also regards the 
input of the general public as being very :tmportant and states: 
••JII!easures have to be taken to ensure free and enlightened 
community participation, so that notwithstanding the overall 
responsibility of governments for the health of their people, 
ind1Yidualsw families and communities assume greater responsibil-
21 ity for their own health and welfare. including self-care." 
WHO also feels that governments, health professionals, and 
health agencies should actively seek out this input in order 
" 0 • • to ensure that people can participate individually and 
collectively, as part of their right and duty, in the planning, 
implementation and control of activities for their health and 
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related social development.•• · Some feel the most appropriate 
planning is geared toward helping local areas plan for them-
2J 
selves. 
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b) Policy and Goals 
Along with community participation and cultural awareness 
the gauging and mobilizing of political opinion is another inte-
24 
gral part of the planning process. Taylor feels that the 
best way to gauge and mobilize political op ion is by forcing 
the policy making group(s} of the government involved to ex-
plicitly state their long and short term goals. This exercise 
can be used to educate the policy makers as to the importance 
of planning. Without knowing the general goals of the govern-
ment any specific programs dealing with health care may totally 
miss the mark. The type of information that needs to be put 
forth in the goals statement includes: 1) what problems are 
to be attacked, for example, blindness prevalence rates, 2) the 
amount of change in the condition that is des:lred, J) the time 
schedule for implementing the program and creating the desired 
changes, 4) who is to receive h~lp from the program, and 5) 
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what geographic areas are to be included in the program. 
In addition to stating goals for the health program, over-
all national development policies must also be taken into con-
sideration. It is important that all health care programs 
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occur within the context of planned national development,. · 
The effect of planned national development on vision and 
eye health care programs is exemplified in the current situation 
in the Central American country of Nicaragua. After the 
Sandinista overthrow of·the Somozan regime in August of 1979 
the new government began a massive literacy campaign that has 
as its goal to reach fifty percent or more of the illiterate 
poplace. Functional illiteracy in some rural areas was 
Z4 
27 estimated at 75 to 80 percent of the population. Attempts 
to increase the literate population has caused an increased 
need for clear near vision. Younger citizens with significant 
refractive error and older presbyopic citizens will require 
some form of spectacle correction for reading. The Nicaraguans 
have begun looking for help with regard to spectacles for their 
people. They have already made contact with the Brother's 
Brother Foundation (previously described) in hopes of receiving 
help in the provision of spectacles. 'rhe M1n1.stry of Health 
in Nicaragua is currently working with the Brother's Brother 
Foundation and several u.s. schools of optometry to arrange 
a progra.m that would send optometrist advisors and students 
to Nicaragua to help with refraction and spectacle distribution 
and, more importantly, help train Nicaraguans how to take 
charge of their own vision care. It will be of great interest 
to see what success Nicaragua has with this project and how it 
will fit in with other sections of the nations development, 
including their overall health care structure and the economic 
rebuilding of the country. It will be important for Nicaraguans 
to keep national policies and projects in line with each other. 
wB:c sees one of the :major shortcomings of health services 
is the "lack of clear national service systems with other com-
28 ponents of national development. •• In regard to eye and vision 
health care programs \.VHO states that "National programmes for 
the prevention of visual impairment and blindness should be 
formulated and implemented in co-ordination with the different 
ministries and departments, such as those for health, education, 
social welfare and labour, and with related institutions, 
29 including voluntary and other non-governmental organizations. •• 
c) Data Collection 
When attempttng to fit health and other related programs 
in with planned national development it is essential that appro-
priate data be collected on the social. physical and econc~~ic 
features that exist in the area where the plan is to be imple-
11 
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mented. Information relative to the needs and demand for the 
1\ 
partlculs~cr pi•ogram under consideration and what resources must 
be available to implement the program must be gathered. 
In planning for vision care the assessment of, the optlca.l 
manufacturing industry is necessary. In countries where optical 
industries do not exist or are not extensive enough to supply 
the expected needs, possible external sources of optical goods 
must be determined~ 
After existing resources have been determined, assessment 
of the need for a given service or program should take place. 
Needs assessment is a complex task which should include·the 
gathering of information on the number of people to be served 
and their demographic distribution and the frequency and distri-
bution of health problems in the target population. For eye 
and vision health care this would include items such as blind-
ness and refractive error prevalence. 
Future needs and demands are difficult to assess in areas 
where care has been virtually non-existent because of what 
Schacht et alp refer to as the "• •• uncertainty as to the 
JO presence of a *bottomless pit• of demand or need.~· Despite 
the difficulties involved, an accurate as possible assessment 
of future needs and demands for care must be attempted$ 
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Schach, et al, studying the use of vision services in several 
countries, looked at a few of the variables involved in demand 
for vision care. They found that people with higher education 
levels are more likely to seek out vision examlnations. They 
also found that economics and perceived morbidity are more 
important variables in the use of vislon services than is the 
Jl 
availability of personneL. Even though it is not the most 
important variable, current and projected future supply of 
personnel as well as other resources such as facilities and 
transportation must be assessed. 
It rtas been fc>und that visi.on care providers in areas with 
low provider/population ratios render proportionally more ex-
am1nat1ons of vision than would normally be expected solely on 
.32 the basis of the availability of their services.· This fact 
tends to further complicate estimates of need for personnel. 
In addition to gathering data on needs@ demands, and 
resources, information on the economics of cur:rent and proposed 
programs must be collected an.d analyized in terms of cost and 
beneflt. Cost/benefit statements ca.n be quite complex and 
usually contai~'l many variables, some of which often have un-
it determinable benefits. The possibility that less healthy 
conditions in developing countries helps to create a less 
efficient and productive work force which in turn slows 
'* The reader is refered to Michael Roemer and Joseph Stern's 
detailed discussion of economic analysis of projects, The 
Appraisal of Development Projects: A Practical Guide to ProJect 
~ Case Studies and Solutions, Praeger: New York, 
New York, 1975 
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economic growth is an example of, at best, a difficultly and 
likely inaccurately determined variableeJJ 
d) Priorities 
Appropriate and adequate data collection is essential 1n 
order to make appropriate statements of health and economic 
priorities. The means as well as the goals of solving health 
problems must be considered when estab11sh1ng priorities. It 
seems obvlous that unmet life-threa teming health needs, mal-
nutrition for example, should be a high priority item in a 
comprehensive national health plan. But the catagorization of 
priorities becomes complicated when the interrelation of health 
* problems a11d the vulnerability of amelioration of these 
problems is considered. WHC .claims that, .. Two-thirds of all 
exlst1.ng blindness would have been preventable through basic 
public health and nutrition measures ... 34 This fact might 
allow blindness prevention a much higher priority in a health 
plan than 1 t ~rou1d otherwise merit because of its close re-
lationship w~th life-threatening problems as well as its 
high vulnerability relative to other high priority health 
needs. 
Another example of the interrelationship of variables 
involved in priority setting comes when trying to determine 
what level of type of vision or eye health care is to be 
provided in a country~ F'or instance~ vision care might be 
very important in a literate urban populace when compared to 
* Vulnerability refers to the availability of technical 
resources to control certain diseases or conditions. 
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a rural population with high illiteracy and blindness prevalence. 
In this rura.l populace the need for a vision care program may 
be much lower than the need for an effective blindness pre-
vent1on and treatment program. 
Epidemiologists, administrators~~ polit1c1ans 9 the general 
publics and economists will all need to look at the problems 
and solutions of stating priorities from senreral different 
perspectives~ comparing their wants and need.s to the vulnerabil-
1ty of the health problem and its relationship to other health 
and 11on-heal th problems. Striking a balance between the various 
perspectives 1s the best planning strategy~J5 
e) outline of Alternatives 
After listing priority health proble:ms alte:rna.tives for 
dealing with those problems 11.eed to be examined. All alterna-
tl ves must begin as improvements on existing· systems of care 
because adapting these current health care delivery systems to 
meet e.s many objectives as possible is most often easter than 
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totally restructuring the system. The ~status quo~ in de-
veloping countries, especially in rural areas~ is quite dif-
ferent from that found in the u.s. and other developed nations. 
Rural vision and eye health care is limited in the u.s. but 
this geographical maldistribution is much more pronounced in 
many developing regions. Due to the lack of access to and 
expense of transportationi care for many people in these rural 
areas is usually impractical and/or unaffords.ble. Another 
problem with current vision and eye health care 1n some de-
veloping countries is that it is provided for~ to a large 
29 
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extent, by unstructured and unorganized spectacle selling 
37 entrepreneurs. This method of care is not standardized and 
most likely is not up to par with care delivered by well trained 
refractionists. It is probable that most of these spectacle 
peddlers never receive any training in pathology detection. 
Without the knowledge required to detect and appropriately 
refer pathologies these entrepreneurs will not fit into health 
care systems that emphasize refera.l to the appropriate level. 
Geographic maldistribution and insufficient training of vision 
and eye health care providers are only two out of many problems 
with the current care delivery systems in de-veloping countries. 
Alternatives and improvements for the existing models of 
vision care may be countless but they will almost certainly 
need to include one or more of the following: 
1) increased organization and utilization of inter-
nat1.onal agencies 
2) development of auxilla.ry vision care personnel 
3) incorporation of vision care into existing health 
care systems 
4) development of optometric profession 
The lack of co-ordination between international agencies 
involved, both directly and indirectly~ in vision and eye 
health care has led to duplication and overlap in some areas 
while other areas go unserved. These organizations are a 
tremendous care and technological assistance resource and 
should be utilized as efficiently as possible. Their most 
important contribution will most likely be in the rural areas 
where they can assist not only in direct care provision but 
also in the training of local personnel. 
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The training of auxillary personnel to provide primary 
health care, including basic eye health services, has been 
suggested by numerous authors.JB,J9.40,LH, 42 ~ 4 .3 Schlossman 
explains his position by asserting that 5 
The relative shortage of highly specialized health 
personnel, and the necessity of an i:nterdisc iplinary 
approach to the basic problem of preventl<:m of loss 
of vision. make obvious the need for a structural 
analysis of the situation and a search for new 
solutions. One of the solutions is the increasing 
use of allied health personnel (nurses~ ophthalmic 
assistants, ophthalmic technicianst ophthalmic 
technologists, orthoptists, and pleloptists as well 
as optometrists) working as a team in the delivery 
of complete eye-health care, under the ahrection 
and supervision of the ophthalmologist. 
WHC suggests that primary health workers should receive 
training in llla.intalning and promoting eye health, which should 
include routine testing for visual acuity~ prevention, de-
tection, and treatment of common eye infections, trauma and 
nutritional disease. Primary care health workers should 
also be trained to detect and appropriately refer more com-
45 plicated problems for treatment at a more specialized level. 
Local primary care providers should be given the oppor-
tunity and incentive for upward progress to higher positions 
4-6 
or levels within the system. Shehu states that it is 1m-
portant~ "• .• that health workers in the rural areas have 
the opportunity for advancing their knowledge~ ambitions and 
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status within their respective functional roles." -
Vision and eye health workers could be selected from 
spectacle peddlers, trained refractionistse opticians, local 
nurses, community health workers, or other qualified community 
mem·bers. The use of community health workers and local nurses 
Jl 
for vision and eye health care would be a step toward inte-
grating this care wti.h overall health care delivery systems. 
WHC supports this latter approach and sees as its central 
components the, "gradual integra tio11 of eye-health care acti vi-
ties into the system of basic health services in each country. •• 
and "comprehensive eye-health care which includes in a con-
4 tinmnn prevention~ cure and rehabilitation. •• 8 This type of 
vis:i.on and eye health care delivery system would need primary, 
secondary and tertiary levels of care equivalent to those 
existing for general health care delivery. This would allow 
sha.ring facilities and personnel as well as helping to 
foster a more interdisciplinary approach to health care. The 
primary care worker. as discussed above, would be involved. in 
detection and treatment of common eye diseases and would play 
a large role in blindness prevention by helping to educate 
people about prevention related to proper nutrition and per-
sonal hygiene. Secondary care should be provided by an ophthal-
mic assistant or the equivalent and, according to wHC, their 
duties should be, "1) To detect and treat simple eye diseases, 
1) To take up simple surgical measures for entropions, trich-
iasis, pterygium and foreign body~ 3) To test visual acuity 0 
refract and prescribe glasses, 4) To guide health workers in 
49 the eye health care programme." These secondary workers 
would vmrk under the supervision of ophthalmologists or other 
medical officers involved in training personnel and providing 
tertiary level care. Tertiary level care would deal with 
ocular conditions beyond the scope of primary and secondary 
care. 
}2 
In more remote areas mobile servj,ces :may be needed to 
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supply primary and secondary levels of care. 
If vision care delivery in developing countries is inte-
grated with overall health care delivery systems it ls likely 
that the level of care will improve especially in areas where 
vision care is currently provided by self-trained spectacle 
sellers. As the level of care improves so will the e:xpecta-
tions of those seeking care. Those seel{.ing care :may begin 
to realize that there is more to vision care than just refrac-
tion and prescription of spectacles. 
At the point where the demand for improved vision care 
goes beyond tb.at which can be provided for by trained tech~· 
nic1ans Cptometry eould become an essential component of the 
hea1th care deli very system. \~1 th the education and training 
in sensory and motor physiology, geometric, physical and ophthal-
mic optics~ ocule:.r anatomy and physiology 9 systemic and ocular 
pathology~ orthopt1cst contact lenses~ low vision~ and visual 
training optometrists offer the most advanced vision care 
available.Because of the extreme lack of simple refractive 
care and trained personnel m.o.st developing countries presently 
have little demand for advanced vision care. As the demand for 
~state-of-the-art" care develops so can optometry develop as 
a profession. Optometry will certainly take time to evolve 
in these countries just as it has in the u.s •. Training, at 
first, will most likely need to take place in some form of 
apprenticeship. This type of approach becomes impractical 
when training large numbers of professionals. The educational 
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institution combined with clinical facilities is seen to be 
more feasible.5:i This may require sending students out of the 
country for training. 
Cne way countries could cut expenses on devloping educa-
tional institutions is through the development of regional 
un1 versi ties sel''Ving several countries. No :matter how or where 
this training takes place 1t must emphasize the interdisciplinary 
nature of health care. Public health optometry, which has been 
defined as, "the use of the full scope of optometric knowledge, 
skills~ and services to prevent disease, to prolong life, and 
to promote health and efficiency of groups of people, particul-
52 
arly at the eommunity level" must be stressed. 
f) The Detailed Plan 
Regardless of which alternatives and improvements are de-
cided upon the next step in planning is to develop a detailed 
plan. This should 1nelude the setting of targets and standards 
for quality and quantity of performance over a specified period 
of time. Short term plans will need to be more detailed and 
less flexible than long term goals. 
g) Plan Implementation 
The next to last step in the planning cycle after the 
detailed plan is developed is implementation of the plan. Im-
plementation must be considered as an important stage in health 
planning and not be considered as separate from. the proeess of 
planning. Those who are responsible for the plan implementation, 
therefore~ must have input into all stages of the planning 
process$ 
h) Evaluation 
Evaluation is also an integral part of the dynamic process 
of health planning. rrhere are four basic aspects to evaluation. 
They e.re53 : 
1) appropriateness - is the progi·am directed at 
an important problem 
2) adequacy- is the program of proper size and 
emphasis to deal with the problem 
3) effectiveness - how well is the program meeting 
the pre-established objectives 
4) efficiency - how cost effective is the plan 
Implementation and evaluation must not be thought of as 
being separate activities, i.e. implementation must include an 
evaluation process. 
The next logical step for planning to take is to start the 
planning cycle from the beginning again. Information from the 
evaluation w1.11 func.tion as initial data for the new planning 
54' 
and c.an allow for enlightened resetting of goals and priorities.· 
1) Summary 
Planning how to proceed with the planning process will 
ultimately speed the planni.:ng and help implementation of pro-
grams. The data to be collected will be determined by the 
policies and goa.ls set. Analyzed data ·will help in establish-
ing realistic priorities and possible alternatives for reach-
ing goals. Detailed plans can vary considerably in different 
countries even when attempting to solve similar problems. Imple-
mentation and evaluation must be incorporated together in the 
detailed plan in order to establish a reference for future 
improvement of development programs$ 
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Various alternative methods of vision and eye health 
care delivery have been alluded to. We have refrained from 
developing a detailed plan because of the wide variation of 
circumstances in different countries. The purpose of outlining 
alternative delivery mechanisms is to extablish tha:t a variety 
of acceptable and reasonable routes for delivering widespread 
vision and eye health care at a low cost are possible and that 
these routes need not be patterned after delivery systems being 
utilized in developed countriesa 
V CCNCIUSICN 
There is a need for vision care to be integrated into eye 
health care delivery in developing countries. current programs 
tend to emphasize blindness prevention and treatment and neglect 
the problems caused by the physical and social debilitation and 
sometimes effective blinding caused by unco:t>rected refract1 ve 
errors. In order to bring about an integrated vision and eye 
health care delivery system developing countries must utilize 
effective planning models and procedures. 
Developed countries can more efficiently assist developing 
countries by co~·ordinatlng external care agencies in data collec-
tiong care delivery and training programs. 
It is easy to conclude that the vision and eye health care 
needs of people in developing nations should not be neglected. 
However 11 with the current limited supply of personnel qualified 
to provide such care most people have little or no access to 
the care they need. Students working with the Student Volunteer 
Optometric Services to Humanity (SVCSH) in Costa Rica during 
1976 reported that 8.5.% of the people they examined were re-
ceiving vision care for the first time. 55 
The actual number or percentage of people in developing 
countries not receiving needed vision care 1s unknown. Isolated 
attempts at gathering data concerning the prevalence of vision 
defects are of limited usefulness. Comp:tlation of larger amounts 
of refractive data in both rural and urban areas of developing 
countries will allow a more concrete assessment of the vision 
care needs of the peoples studied. 
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Cne way to compile a large base of refractive data on 
developing countries would be through the combined efforts of 
. \ 
the external direct care agencies. Most of these agencies 
already determine the refractive status of a considerable 
nt:tmber of people while delivering vlslon care. If this data 
were collected in a standardized manner and analyzed by a cen-
tralized agency a more complete picture of the vision care 
needs of the countries included in the study could be drawn. 
'rhe actual delivery of vision care by external agencies 
56, 57 
is not co-ordtnated on the international level. At 
the time of this writing there is no overseeing body that 
functions to i.nform organizations about who went where, when, 
thus making it possible to avoid a redundancy of services to 
certain populations. such an overseeing or_co-ordinating 
agency towuld enhance the effectiveness of external agency 
vision care delivery by allowing care to be distributed more 
evenly throughout high need areas thereby avoiding an over-
saturation of care in some high need areas and a la.ck of care 
* in moderate need or lesser known high need areas. 
The co-ord1na:t1on of care delivery by external care 
agend.es in developing countries would make it easler for 
these agencies to establish programs for the training of 
indigenous vision and eye health care personnel on a contin-
uing basis. The effectiveness of 1mplimenting WHO recom-
* The situation has been experienced by these authors and 
their colleages where week long visits to very poor areas 
ln rural Honduras were mistakenly made annually and this re-
sulted in a very low utilization of the clinics. 
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mendations on the use of local indigenous personnel as field 
health workers, both in terms of usefulness and lowered costs, 
•58 has been established by Helen Keller International. Although 
these wnrke:r·s cannot provide the extensive and specialized ser-
vices the highly trained professionals in both developed and 
developing countries can, their short, intensive training 
courses 9 field experience~ and continuing education can allow 
them to provide adequate quality, functional care and rehabil-
itation to a population of visually disabled persons that 
might otherwise receive no care at all. 
It is the hopes of the authors that vision and eye health 
care programs by external care agencies will lreep as a fund-
amental principle that assistance to developing countries 
should be oriented toward creating a situation where these 
countries w1.11 be able to eventually plan and deliver care to 
their owrt people through the use of their own trained personnel. 
Professor E. J. Fisher of the University of Waterloo 
School of Cptometry tells the very appropriate old adage, 
" I sa.w a man . who was hungry and. gave him a f 1 sh. The next 
day he was hungry again. Then I taught him how to fish and he 
now catches some every day.H 
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Nott~: 
~ti~,_~ of agencies _!:nvo~.~!? 
~~I?F£!t_ . .£f_ v1~1q,!l_~nd e;ye_~~l!h....£~~-£!9gra!!!!!• 
The lnform.ation contained within has been quoted or par-
phrased from publications or correspondence from the organ-
izations described or from the Helen Ke11er International pub-
lication 9 Elindnells in the Develo:Qi:r:.s... world ; __ A_E§:£l'fground 
f?:Qe~t January 1980~ pp JJ-39· Incomplete information on some 
agencies is-due to the lack of·availab1l1ty of information but 
was included to facilitate further efforts to complete the list. 
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1. Afro-American Foundation for the Prevention 
of Blindness 
45_54 Circle View Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 
2. Agency for International Development (AID) 
United States International Development Cooperation Agency 
'dashlngton, D.C. 20523 
(202) 655-4000 
Dr Clifford A Pease, Deputy Director 
Cffice of Health 
Development Support Bureau 
The AID is an indirect support agency that has been involved 
in the funding of international blindness organizations such 
as International Eye Foundation and HelEm Keller Internatlonal. 
AID has also helped fund an ophthalmic training program in 
El Salvadorf an eye care training program in Honduras and a 
nutritional blindness prevention program in Haiti. Currently 
the agency's largest support activity is with ~HO's onchocerciosis 
control program in Africa. 
3. American Refugee Committee (ARC) 
310 Fourth Ave. So., Room 410 
Minneapolis, MN. 55415 
(612) 332-5365 
Glenn E. Nelson, Business l\anager 
rrhe JVIedical Program of ARC is committed to helping provide 
health care to Cambodian refugees in Thailand. Their eye pro-
p:ram staff of ophthamologists and optometrists hast from late 
i97B through 1980, performed 111 surgical oper~tions, treated 
9,500 eye disease patients and fitted approximately 12,600 refu-
gees with eyeglasses. 
4. Amigos de las Americas 
5618 Star Lane 
Houston~ 'Texas 77057 
(800) 231-7796 (713) 782-5290 
J"ohn Sloan, Latin America Program Director 
Amigos de las Americas organizes annual summer vision 
screening and used spectacle distribution projects that are 
implemented by North American optometry students with high 
school age assistants in Central and South America. This 
organization provides young US citizens the opportunity to 
raise money, travel to"foreign countries and experience differ~ 
ent cultures while assisting in health and technological 
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development. Gther programs include dental health~ immuni-
zation. veterinary and well digging projects. 
5. Amigos Program 
University of Houston 
Central Campus 
College of Optometry 
Houston, Texas 77004 
A student run vision care program to Central and South 
America in co:njunction with Amigos de las Americas. See Amigos 
de las Americas and 8. (;.A. Amigos Committee for more details. 
6. Amigos Project 
Lhio State University 
College of Optometry 
338 w. 10th Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
A student run vision care program to Central and South 
Amer in con ion with Amigos de s Ameri.cas. See Amigos 
de las Americas and S.0.A. Amigos Committee for more details. 
7. Brother's Brother Foundation 
824 Grandview Avenue 
Pittsburgh~ fa. 15211 (412) 431-1600 Telex- 866-195 
Luke L. Hir1gsonf Associate Director 
See text pages :1.6-17. 
8 ~ Cali 'fornia 1Vlob1le (,ptometric Clini.c 
University of California at Berkeley 
School of 0ptometry 
Berkeley, California 94720 
(415) 642-5246 
Dr. Newmeyer~ Paculty 
The School of Cptometry at u. c. Berkeley has used mobile 
van clin:tcs to provide care to underprivileged in California. 
In summer of 1980 students organized a two week screening~ 
refraction and eyeglass distribution project in Guatemala, with 
co-ordination and in-country support from world Vision and 
spectacle collection by California Lion's Clubs. This was the 
first in a proposed annual international vision care program. 
9. Canadian Int"l Development Agency 
Place du Centre 
200 Promenade du Portage 
Hull Auebec KIA 064 
Canada 
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1 0. CAJiE/MEDICO 
660 F'irst Ave. 
New York, New York 10016 
Len Coppold, I~>IEDICO Program Cfficer 
'I'he l'1lEDICC program has had medical Yolunteers, specializ-
ing in eye surgery, work in Tunisia and Algeria. CARE also 
conducted a Vitamin A supplement program in l'IJadurai, India 
through a hospital there. 
11. Caritas 
Lowenstrasse J 
6002 LucerneD Switzerland 
l~'lr~ Fridoli:n Kissling~ Executive Director 
t2. C.r:.H.P. Department de la Lingue Braille 
~rue de l~Argonne 37 
1). 
1060 Brussels* Belgium 
. Claude Schepens, Le Conseiller-Directeur du Centre 
Christoffel ~lindenmisssion 
e.v. Nibelungenstr. 124 
D - 61Ll·O 
Bensheim 4 9 west Germany 
Wolfgang Stein. Executive Director 
A west German agency which operates in 58 countries around 
the world. Its emphasis is on the prevention of blindness and 
in the treatment of eye disease, but substantial attention is 
also paid to the incurably blind through support to education 
and rehabilitation. 
14. Danish International Development Agency 
Ninistry of Foreign Affairs 
.Amaliegadi, 7, DK - 1256 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
15. Dt~partme:nt of Health and Human Services 
CJff,ice of International Activities 
Social and Behabilitation Services 
washington, D.C. 20201 
16. Dtrect iielief Foundation (DEF) 
Post CJffice Box 1319 
Santa Barbara, California 93102 
(805} 966-9149 
Dennis G. J\.a.rzag, .executive Director 
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During 19?9-80 five ophthalmolog:lsts volunteered their 
services through Direct delief and served in Nepal (2), St. Luca, 
Guatamala and American Somoa. 'rheir period of eye health care 
provision averaged seven weeks. 
DRF is also involved in indirect support of vision care. 
The Kiwanis/DRF eyeglass collection program ht,s gathering hundreds 
of thou.sands of used eyeglasses to be distributed through pro-
grams of Amigos de las Americas in Central and South America 
and of the Nicaraguan ~inistry of Educatipn in t~eir Nicaraguan 
literacy campaign. 
DRF is also involved in a multitude of other direct and 
indirect health care projects. 
17. Eye Care, Inc • 
Suite One 
523 8th Street s.E. 
Washington, D.c. 20003 
{ 202) 789--2612 
E$ 1'i:mothy Carroll, Executive Director 
Eye Care~ Inc.~ working in Haiti, has bui and equipped 
an ophthalmic operating suite in Port-au-Prince. They are also 
committed to building rural eye clinics and the training of allied 
health perso:rmel on the island of HaitL Eye Care, Inc., and 
Eye Care E~iti* are proposing to expand the current range of 
acitv:i.t:i.es in Haiti to include rehabilitation of the visually 
impaired. 
18. Eyes for the Needy 
549 !•'lilburn 
Shorthill. New Jersey 07078 
( 609) 3'76-490 3 
This indirect support agency supplies new and used eyeglasses 
for vision care projects in the Americas. 
19. l41C.CUS 
Loyola University Medical Center 
Department of Ophthalmology 
New Grleans, Louisiana 
'rhis group arranges eye health care projects run by ophthal-
mologists ln Haiti~~ Columbia and Nigeria. 
20. French Government - Iviinistry of Cooperation 
20 Hue Ivlansier 
75700 Paris~ France 
2L Helen Keller International, Inc. 
Z2 West 17th Street 
New York:9 New York 10011 
(212) 620-2100 
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Harold G~ Roberts, Executive Director 
Susan Eastman Leone, Project 0ff1cer 
Formerly American Foundation for Gverseas blnd, Inc. ~ee 
text pages 20-21. 
22. 
2). 
ICCU 
Stadhouderslaan 43 
Utricht, The Netherlands 
Institute International Para Nines 
Busche:ntal 3347 
l'-'lontevideo ~ Urugua.y 
Dr. Eloisa de Lorenzo 
24. International Agenc)y for the Prevention of Blindness 
Commonwealth House 
P.aywards Heath 
Sussex HH 16 JAZ~ England 
Sir .John Wilson, :President 
25. Internat:1.onal Association of Lions Clubs 
300 22nd Street 
Oakbrook. Illinois 60570 
(312) 986,~1700 
Ivlrs •. F'ran .Fullerton~ l:iesearch and Health Activities ll'la.nager 
Lions Clubs throughout the world are involved in a wide 
variety of indirect support programs such as fund raising and 
the collection of used spectacles. Several L1.ons Club chapters 
in developing countries also.assist with organization and setting 
up of direct care delivery. 
26. International C.ount';ll for Education of the Visually 
Handicapped 
Postfacn J64 , D-6140 
Bensheim 1, ~est Germany 
IVlr. wolfgang A. Stein, International .President 
27. International Development Hesearch Centre (IDRC) 
Box R500 
Gttawa, Canada K16 JH9 
Ivan L. tiead, President 
IDEC is an indirect support agency established and funded 
by the Canadian Government. As its name implies, its work is 
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researc{l 9r3;ented, eit.ljer through the ftmding pf otner orga.n-
1zationes research or its own. IDRC has funded research into 
blindness prevent1.on, treatment and rehabilitation. 
28. International Eye Foundation ( I.E.F') 
7801 Norfolk Avenue 
Bethesda., lYJaryland 20014 
Dr. Hobert l>'leaders, 1Vled1cal Direct()r 
lE.F' sends instructors to developing countries to train 
ophthalmic assistants l.n basic eye health care, undertakes 
health education programs relating to eye care and nutritl.on 
and initiates blindness prevention projects. They also con-
duct pre·vale:nce surveys of eye disease. Projects are concen-
trated in Kenya. 
29. International 0ptometr1c and Optical League 
10 Knaresborough Place 
London, F W-5 CT6 England 
feter Smith~ 6xecut1ve Secretary 
This professional organization holds conventions for the 
advancement of international optometrj:c and optiea.l knowledge 
and. sets standards for professional care and education. 
30. International Crganization Against Trachoma 
.Paris ~ B'rane e 
31. 
Professor G. Coseas, President 
b1ternational Services for the .31ind 
(no address or information available) 
32. Internat lo:nal Vitamin A Consul ta.ti ve Group 
IVACG Secretariat 
33· 
The Nutrition Foundation, Inc. 
489 Fifth Avenue 
New York~ New York 10017 
C.C.Chichecter 11 Ph.D. 
LIGA International 
24953 .Paseo De Valencia, tiuite 6-C 
La..guna Hill:s;, California 92653 
Dr. William :B. buethe, Co-Lirector 
LlGA teams have been providing general health care to the 
ind:'tgents of North Western lVlexico since 1948 ~ Health care teams 
fly private aircraft monthly to pre-established clinics mostly 
in the states of Sonora and Sinaloa, 1Vlex1co. farticipants, who 
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provide their own funding and equipment, are mostly from Calif-
~rnia. Clinics usually last one to three days. Vision and eye 
health care are integral parts of the LIGA program~ 
34. Medical Group ~lesions of the Christian hedical ~ociety 
P C Box 689 
Richardson, •rexas 7 5080 
'rhis group has two vision and eye health care missions a 
year to the Dominican Republic or Honduras. They utilize oph-
thalmologists, optometrists and opticians in large clinics. 
35· L'liddle E.£ast Committee for the 'fi 
f (, Box }465 
Hiyadh ~ Saud. :i. Arabia 
IY:r. Abdullah 1"1. Al-Ghanim, President 
of the .blind 
36. Netherlands National Association for the Prevention of 
Blindness 
Cogz1ekenhu1.s, Leyweg 295 
254.5 c.J l:lague w The Netherlands 
37. Cpera.tion B:yesight Universal 
P c Box 1.23 
Calgary, Alberta T2f 2H6 
Canada 
(l.W3) 283-6323 
Harold u.. Cowie~ Assj.stant L:trector 
See text pages 18-19. 
38. Crganizac1on Nacional de Ciegos 
Jefatura 
Jose Ortega Y Ga.sset 18 
hadrid 6, Spain 
l'l~r. Pedro Zurita 
39. Partners of the Americas 
2001 S Street, N.W. 
Washington~ D.C. 20009 
(202) 332-7332 Telex 64261 
Gregory L. Dixon, Director 
Partners of the Americas are involved in the education 
and rehabilitation of the blind in parts of Latin America and 
the Caribbean. 
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40. r1oyal Commonwealth Society for the Blind 
Commonwealth House 
Haywards Heath 
Sussex, HH 16 JAZ, England 
Sir John F. ~ilson, C.B.F. Director 
'rhe Society has programs in 49 countries located mainly 
in Asia, Africa and the Middle East. with the use of eye camps 
and mobi~units these programs provide general ophthalmic care 
as well as cataract surgery. The society also supports pro-
grams for the education and rehabilitation of the blind. 
41. SEVA ft,oundation 
108 Spring lake Drive 
Chelsea, lVlichigan l.J-8118 
(J1J) 475-9373 
Lawrence B. Brilliant, Executive Director 
SEVA ls an acronym for the Society for Epldemiology and 
Voluntary Assistance. This organization has been working since 
1979 in conjunction with the ~inistry of Health of the Govern-
ment of Nepal and WHu in blindness prevention, treatment and 
surgical rehabilitation in Nepal, as well as in a project to 
train ind:tgenous professional and auxillery eye health care 
personnel for thi.s mountainous country. 
42. Student Cptometr1c Association (SCA) Amigos Committee 
Pacific University College of Cptometry 
Forest Grovew Oregon 97116 (503) 648-5630 ext. 276 
Dr. Larry Clauson, Faculty Advisor 
Melissa Cole and Eugene De lv'Jayo, Co-chairpersons 
The SCA Amigos Committee is involved in the collection 
and verification of used spectacles. The Committee then sends 
students and spectacles to Central America to assist Amigos 
de las Amerieas with their vision screening and spectacle dis-
tribution projects. The students perform vision screenings, 
distribute spectacles to those in need of refractive correction 
and detect and refer pathologies that could lead to visual 
impairment. 
43. Student Optometric Service to Haiti (SCSH) 
Pennsylvania College of Cptometry 
1201 w. Spencer Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19141 
(215) 276-6000 
Wor~ing in P...aiti SCSH students provide complete vision 
examinations, dispense new and used eyeglasses to those who 
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require corrective lenses, and refer all pathologies requiring 
treatment or surgical intervention. F'rom 1969 through 1977 
SCJSH ha.s seen about 30,000 patients p dispensed 15,000 eyeglasses 
and treated over 1,000 potentially sight threatening pathologies. 
44. Student Volunteer Optometric Services to Humanity (SVGSH) 
419 South Sixth Avenue 
Lewisburg, Tennessee 37091 
Dr. Donald I. Holbrook, VuSH-SGSH/SVCJ,::Hi Liaison 
SVGSH groups work out of l'l:l.!lny of the colleges of optometry 
in the u.s .. All of them keep in coordination with the parent 
organization~ VGSH. SV0SH projects are either included in VCSH 
projects or, if independent, utilize the same organizational 
and care deli v·ery procedures as VLSH. Projects have been locat-
ed in Central America and the Caribbean. 
45. Surgical Eye Expeditions (SEE) lnternationa1, Inc. 
Santa Ea1··•bara w California 93102 
(P05) 962-·3035 
Eiehard H. Davis, Executive Director 
This elf.:Jven chapter agency orga.r1izes weekend eye health 
care excursions in r~Iexico for ophthalmologists. 
4·6. Universlty of waterloo 
School of Lptometry 
waterloo, l-ntario • Canada N21J 361 
(519) 885-1211 
Dr. E •• J.f'isher 
Since 1971 the University of Waterloo School of 0ptometry 
has been delivering vision care to the West Indies chain of 
islands in the Caribbean. An analysis of this project showed 
that during six years over 100,000 patients underwent a vision 
screening or examination and more than 6,000 pairs of eyeglasses 
were supplied ·for an average cost of ;;liJ.58 per patient. 
47. Voluntary Health Association of India 
C - 14$ Community Centre 
Safdarjung Development Area 
New Delhi - 110016 India 
652007 
I•irs. Chandra Kannapiran, lriformation i::)ervices 1n charge 
This government sponsored agency is involved in all aspects 
of vision and eye health care d.elivery and training and education 
and rehabilitation of~the bl!nd 1• In~1a~ 
48. Volunteer Cptometric Service to .du:mani ty ( VLSl:i) International 
Box 3387 
I-'iankato, _tim. .56001 
(507) 387-4191 
D r. Huss Dorland, President 
bee text pages 12~1.5 
Volunteers for Vision, Inc. 
14·600 1~gar1 ta Head 
Austinw 'I1exas 78734 
(512) 451-3001 
·IVlrs. J. 211ey, J:tecord:l.ng Secretary 
50. World Council for the Welfare of the Blind 
S - 1.22 88 Enskede 
Sweden 
. Anders .Arnor, donorary .::iecre tary General 
51. ~orld Health Lrganization (WHO) Headquarters 
1211 Geneva 27 
Switzerland 
Dr. J'11.L.'rarizzo, Programme lVianager 
Programme for the Prevention of Blindness 
Dr. E.H.De .l'JS.eyer, lY.iedical vfficer 
Nutrition Unit 
Dr. P.hosenfeld, Special Programme for Hesearch and 
rrraining in 'rropica.l Diseases 
~~HL1 is involved in research and many world wide direct and 
indirect care progr·ams dealing with visual impairment and blind-
ness prevention and treatment and education and rehabilitation 
of the blind. Information concerning specific projects or 
geographical areas can be requested from the above and follow-
ing addresses. 
a) ~HO Regional Cffice for Africa 
P.c. Box 6 
Brazzavllle, Congo 
b) ~vHG Regional Gffice for the Li.astern f1lediterranean 
P.li. Box 1.517 
Alexandria& Egypt 
c) VJi:W ::iegional 0ffice for South-Bast Asia 
World Health Bouse 
Indraprastha Estate, hing hoad 
New Delhi - 110001, India 
d) i'!Hi.J iiegional Lffice for the western Pacific 
P.U.Box 2932 
12115 l~ianila, Philippines 
'10 
e) Pan American Health Lrganization 
Pan American Sanitary Bureau 
Hegional Lffice of the World dealth Lrganization 
525 T'wenty--th1rd Street N. v.J. 
Washington_ D.C. 20037 
f) wH0 Hegiona.l 0ffice for Europe 
8 Scherfigsvej 
2100 Copenhagen 0, Denmark 
'rhe follotd.ng programs receive W.iiO funding through the w.dL 
Programme for the Prevention of Blindness: 
g) unchocerc las is Control .Progr·amm.e 
B. P. 549 
Cuagadougou, upper Volta 
Dr. B~ l. ·rhylefors 
h) The Eye and Ear Hospital "Dr. .d.odolfo Hobles v ... 
te Nacional .Pro-Ciegos 
2a~ Calle A J5-J4. L..ona 11 
Guatamalac Guatamala 
Dr. Luis N. F'iguero, E1•edioal Director 
i) 1l'he International Center for Epidemiologic and 
.Preventive Gphtha.lmology 
The Wi Institute 
'rhe John dopkins Hospital 
Baltimoree ~~ryland 
Dr. dugh I'aylor, Co-Director 
j) National Eye Institute 
Nat1.onal Institutes of Health 
Bethlf:;sda. ~ !•laryla.nd 20014 
Dr. Carl Kupfer, Director 
k) irJHG Collaborating Center for Prevention of Blindness 
and rl'rachoma 
.l:o'rancis I. Proctor F'oundatlon for Research in 0phthal-
mology 
University of California 
San Francisco~ California 94143 
Dr. Chandler h. Dawson~ Director 
1) wHG Collaboratl:ng Centre for Trachoma and Lther 
Chlamydial Infections 
Institute of Ophthalmology 
University of London 
l-ondon, England 
Professor B. H. Jones. Director 
')1 
52. ~orld ~edical helief~ Inc. 
11745 12th Street 
Detro1t 9 chigan 48206 ( 313) 866- 5~333 
!V;rs. L. G ,, Auberl w Pres 
This indirect support 
supplies and/or equipment 
ects. 
53· World Vis (address ::1ot 
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